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Figure 1: �e Kakamora barge, a �oating pirate island with an unusual crew.

ABSTRACT
In Walt Disney Animation Studio’s Moana, a key moment in the
story calls for the protagonists to confront a �oating island barge
crewed by coconut-clad pirates: the Kakamora. Combining a large
moving set on an animated ocean with active crowds, sails, ropes
and e�ects simulations required coordination across multiple de-
partments and some on-the-�y innovations. To handle the chal-
lenges the sequence presented, we made extensive use of automa-
tion and procedural tools along with some creative design decisions
to save artist time and allow for greater reuse.
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1 DESIGN AND COORDINATION
�e Kakamora barge sequence presented the seemingly familiar
challenge of animating characters on a moving ground-plane trav-
eling on another moving ground-plane, i.e. a ship on the open
ocean. We had encountered this staging and animation scenario
with many shots of Moana on her canoe. In this case, the barge
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was not so much a boat as a complex �oating environment com-
posed of three separate, independently moving sub-barges with
an intricate sca�olding network loosely holding them together. It
was also covered in mechanical contraptions, sails, living coconut
trees, lively pirates, and a healthy dose of nautical detritus from
plundered ships.

On top of this, the story called for an extensive action sequence
with Moana and Maui to take place on and around the barge itself.
Planning between the character and environment departments
was essential to avoid mis-steps that could complicate an already
challenging e�ort. For example, addressing the scale of the props
and the staging of action in a way that would allow Moana, a
teen-aged human, to believably run around a vessel built for the
Kakamora, who are roughly the size of coconut shells.

2 CONSTRUCTION
To achieve the needed �exibility, we designed and built the barge in
modular pieces consisting of major sections and platforms. �ese
bundles could then be assembled with relative o�sets into the “mas-
ter set”, our term for a group of individually addressable elements.
�ese sections, each of which could contain dozens of separate
props such as boards, ropes and ladders, could be individually
moved and published to �nesse each shot’s composition.

�e main barge originally had six modular groups, but that num-
ber grew as new set dressing was required to add detail or provide
alternate views. When Moana needed to interact with speci�c ele-
ments of the barge, adjustments were made to average the camera
height and framing to prevent her from appearing too much like a
giant, while ladders and other elements she interacted with were
transformed to accommodate her size. Both the modular sections
and the individual elements were further tweaked by Animation
for shot composition and to create a path of action. �is meant the
construction logic of the barge required constant reconciling with
their changes, a process that necessitated regular communication
to Layout Finaling and Lighting.

�e larger items in the junk piles required hand-placing for art
direction; this was also necessary when junk was in contact with
simulated ropes. But the vast majority of the small pieces were
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procedural instances placed using Disney’s XGen primitive genera-
tor. Because the total number of objects could easily reach into the
millions and severely impact render times, they were pruned using
stochastic level-of-detail techniques and culling expressions.

3 ANIMATION AND CROWDS
�e Kakamora themselves were a new type of character for Moana.
While they were broadly similar in size and physiology, they var-
ied widely in speci�c body shapes, face paint, weapons, hats, and
other accessories. �e Crowd Simulation department extended their
animation cycle authoring process [El-Ali et al. 2016] to include
accessory-driven behavior so a given Kakamora could brandish its
assigned weapon properly. Also, location-speci�c behavior was
added so individuals could appropriately respond to their surround-
ing environment, e.g. by climbing nearby ladders and operating
barge mechanisms. Crowds also leveraged E�ects particle systems
for their spear a�acks. To make spear throwing appear seamless,
Animation published a cycle that included a spear in a Kakamora’s
hand, which was automatically hidden and replaced with an E�ects
particle-animated spear on release that would �y in the speci�ed
direction.

Because the three parts of the barge could move independently
and had an intricate network of walkways, ropes and ladders, the
Crowds team developed a tool to automatically install the entire
Kakamora crowd onto the barge, complete with behaviors and
weaponry. �is was possible because of planning with theModeling
and Layout teams to use consistent architecture among the sections
wherever possible.

As a �nal touch, we created a pre-animated Kakamora “drumline”
asset that could be dropped onto the barge in various locations per
shot. �e animation could be o�set to match the timing of the
percussion soundtrack, which saved signi�cant e�ort compared to
hand-adjusting individual crowd cycles.

4 SIMULATION AND EFFECTS
Although there are quite a few e�ects in the barge sequence, espe-
cially those with water, many ultimately did not require signi�cant
artist time owing to previous work done to build and automate
robust water simulation rigs for other assets [Garcia et al. 2016].
�e rig we used to auto-simulate canoe wakes was able to scale
to accommodate the immense barge, though it required E�ects to
create a large, closed-surface proxy hull to make it geometrically
water-tight. From there, the standardMoana boat and water interac-
tion pipeline could handle ma�ers. A pre-canned simulation library
created for the show was used to place splashes and explosions of
wood fragments from spear impacts as the �ght ensues and plumes
of smoke and dust as the barge collapses at the end.

�e numerous sails on the various sections were variations of ex-
isting canoe sail rigs, though we needed to upgrade our simulation
pipeline to handle them in the context of a master set environment
instead of a single element. We also added a coconut palm tree
to the sail rig, as it was used as a mast in some cases. We found
that the sails generally needed to be simulated per shot, given the
changing orientation of the barge.

Ropes were, in some cases, a simpler problem than the sails:
many could use baked cycles for their motion, and the simulation

pipeline was available for more elaborate behavior. However, in
many situations the ropes proved to be problematic. �e barge
was built using many di�erent lengths and tensions of rope, some
dangling loosely around posts and rails, others stretching tightly
around junk piles, and still others strung from platform to platform,
numbering in the thousands in all. Many of the rope crossings
happened over boundaries between modular construction groups,
meaning they o�en needed to be re-anchored due to in-shot ad-
justments or else removed entirely. Maintaining continuity from
shot to shot was not always essential, given the visual density of
the set and pace of action, but it was a challenge to keep the ropes
looking consistent with each other in terms of thickness, scale, and
material detail under heavy deformation.

5 SETTING SAIL
�e Kakamora Barge set ultimately contained over 36,000 unique
parts, 84,000 texture maps, 4,200 individual lengths of rope and
96,000,000 instanced pieces in total. �e �nal sequence in Moana
has 140 completed shots and is almost four and a half minutes
of screen time. �e largest crowd shot had over 1,900 animated
Kakamora and the most render-heavy shot, which reveals the en-
tire barge emerging from the fog with thousands of Kakamora,
recorded one of the highest render times in the �lm, even a�er sig-
ni�cant geometric and light transport optimizations. Fortunately,
most shots had simpler light transport, mainly just sun and sky
with stage lighting enhancements, and the geometric complexity
was managable. In the end, the techniques and inter-department
collaboration we established for the barge meant that each unique
challenge and shot we faced required less artist time than originally
bid. �anks to the variety of construction, automation, and opti-
mization techniques that were devised, we, much like our �lm’s
heroine, met the Kakamora barge head-on and lived to tell the tale.
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